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~actor intensity drive international trade according to traditional economic theory. One theory
predicts that countries will export the products that use their abundant factors intensively and will import the
products that use their scarce factors intensively. For ten points, give this theory, named for the two Swedish
economists that developed it.
Ans: HECKSCHER-OHLIN theory (prompt on H-O)

~hYluS' "Prometheus Bound", Prometheus warns that he holds the secret to Zeus' downfall; if Zeus
mates with this sea nymph, the son she bears will be greater than he. Later, she is married to Peleus. For ten
points, name this mythological female ·who dipped her son in the River Styx making him invicible except for
his heel.
Ans: THETIS (mother of Achilles)

~ls include "Net of Jewels" and "The Annunciation"; her collections of short stories include "I
Cannot Get You Close Enough," "Drunk with Love," and "Victory Over Japan". For ten points, name this
contemporary Southern author whose most recent collection of short stories, "The Age of Miracles" , was
published in the spring of 1996.
Ans: Ellen GILCHRIST

~ lesser-known dramas are "Enter a Free Man", "Arcadia", "The Real Inspector Hound", and
"Night and Day" . For ten points, name the playwright of these plays as well as "Rosencrant~ and
Guildenstern Are Dead" .
Ans: Tom STOP PARD

~own as an administrator first and legislator second, when he repealed the Corn Law in the
1840's. He established the first urban police force in London, nicknamed "Bobbies" in his honor. For ten
points, name this British prime minister.
Ans: Robert PEEL

~tion~l Irish hero served under Conhurbar, killed his own son., and was one of the leaders of the
Red Branch. For ten points, name this greatest hero of Ulster.
Ans: CUHULAINN (Co-he-lain)

~ountries have been created by the breakup of the former Yugoslavia. One of them has
had different problems from most - its territory is claimed by Greece. For ten points, name this reborn
republic with its capital at Skopje and a much smaller area than in Alexander's day
Ans: MACEDONIA

~ed over the GuiseJamily to secure the French crown in the late 1500's, but had to renounce
Protestantism to do it. For ten points name this grandfather of Louis XIV who is regarded by many
historians as France's greatest monarch.
Ans: HENRY IV (Henri of Navarre)

~as Archbishop of Canterbury and successfully negotiated a settlement of the English Investiture
Contest in 1107. For ten points name this thinker famous for his rational proof of the existence of God.
Ans: Saint ANSELM
c..-t1f.The Spanish Civil War had more factions jumbled into two sides than anyone has ever counted. When
Franco finally won he was technically a member of this Fascist party. Name this Fascist organization which
came to power in 1939 in Spain.
Ans: FALANGE
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Pabello, Guoll. ",d Belle<guacd ace ,"I wo,ks by this a.-chite,tu,.l genius of the Art No",e,u
style. For ten points, name this designer of the as yet unfinished cathedral Sagrada Familia, perhaps the most
famous architect from Barcelona.
Ans: GAUDI

~ritics are split as

to

whether his collages' sc~ophrenic style is a brilliant description of postmodern
style or a clever marketing scheme. Film critics, however, are gaga over his film of the life of a fellow 1980's
artist, Jean-Michel Basquiat. For ten points, name this new director and author of the pseudonymous
autobiography "CVJ: Nicknames of Maitre Ds and other Excerpts from Life".
Ans: Julian SCHNABEL

~omputer can convert a continuous signal of any kind i~to as many discrete inputs as are wanted, each
of which can be treated by the computer with absolute precision because each is either zero or one, with no
ambiguity. For ten points, name the London-born mathematician who, in his 1935 paper "On Computable
Numbers", laid the foundation for digital computers which could produce results indistinguishable from
those of the human mind, an analog computer.
Ans: Alan TURING
~wn during the Middle Ages as Aix-Ia-Chappelle, this town was the capital of Charlemagne's

Carolingian empire. For ten points, give the name of this modern day German city, known as the "Three
State City" due to its proximity to Belgium and Holland.
Ans: AACHEN

~ Marxist radical, he later wrote an article for the Harvard Lampoon entitled "How Flouridated
Water Turns Kids Into Communists" and his books include "Holidays in Hell", "Give War A Chance", and
"Republican Party Reptile" . For ten points, name this writer who heads Rolling Stone magazine's Foreign
Affairs Desk.
Ans: P.l O'ROURKE

~ and progress is brought about by the conflict of vast historical forces. caused by the
challenge, or thesis, of an historical event and countered by an antithesis. The theory that the resolution of
this contlict. a synthesis, occurs on a higher plane of being was proposed, for ten points, by which famous
German philosopher?
Ans: Wilhelm Friedrich HEGEL

~Iy the response ofSt. Augustine to the charge that Christianity led to the sack of Rome in 4 10
A.D ., this work turned out to be the most important in the history of Christian theology, separating world
history into the realms of earthly material things, versus the realm of the heavenly. For ten points. give the
title of this work. which shares its name with Augustine'S conception of that heavenly realm.
Ans: "The City of God" .

~ suffered through endemic civil war between its major clans for centuries, until their power was
permanently crushed at the Battle of Sekigahara in 1600. For ten points, give the surname of Ieyasu. the
victor of the battle, whose shogunate would rule Japan tor the next 267 years.
Ans: Tokugawa

~ his election as Israeli Prime Minister, Benjamin Netanyahu was perhaps best known as the
brother of Jonathan Netanyahu, who led the Israeli rescue of hostages at the Entebbe airfield in 1976, and
was the
lone Israeli fatality in the operation. For ten points, in what country is Entebbe located. best known for the
totalitarian regime of Idi Amin?
Ans: UGANDA
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first person in
to throw a "Hail Mary" pass that
succeeded. For ten points.
name this quarterback who won the Heisman Trophy at Navy in 1963, but whose illustrious career with
America's Team would be delayed for six years while he served his military obligation.
Ans: Roger ST AUBACH

21. This director's films "Yojimbo" and "The Seven Samurai" were the direct inspiration for "A Fistful of
Dollars" and "The Magnificent Seven", respectively. His movie "Rashomon" not only won the Academy
Award for best Foreign Film in 1950, but had an incredible influence on Quentin Tarantio's "Pulp Fiction" 44
years later. Name this Japanese film director.
Ans: Akira KUROSAW A
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of a
competitive conditions, give the term for that description, for the
stated number of points.
')<is pts) A moderate-sized economy with a large number offirms producing a product that differs
only slightly between manufacturers. .
Ans: monopolistic competition
~) A few large firms dominating an industry, each one alone able to influence product prices .
. Ans:pl.tgOpOly
~s) A single firm dominates an entire industry.
AIlS: monopoly

~nt Greek poet Hesiod wrote two works that are still extant.

For 15 points each, given the
description, name the work.
X(l5 pts) A famous almanac in verse, this long poem also tells a lot about the gods and their stories
in the stars.
Ans: "Works and Days"
~ts) Its title, literally translated, means "origin of the gods" : appropriate enough. as that is its
subject matter. It also contains the I st Greek example of a creation story.
Ans: "Theogony"

3. Zeus is the youngest child of the Titans Cronos and Rhea. He was hidden by his mother from his father,
. but his 5 older siblings were swallowed whole as infants. For 5 pts each. and an extra 5 pts for naming them
aiL name those five older siblings.
Ans: Poseidon, Hades, Hera, Hestia, and Demeter

~es, while a huge military operation, were of religious inspiration. For ten points each name:
The year the First Crusade was preached
1095
The Pope who preached it
Urban II
The city he was preaching in at the time
Clermont
6. For 5 pts each, name the director of each film given:
a)"Birth of A Nation"-Ans: D.W. Griffith
b)"Metropolis"-Ans: Fritz Lang
c)"Greed"-Ans: Erich von Stroheim
d) "Touch ofEvil"Ans: Orson Welles
e)"The Searchers"-Ans: John Ford
t)"8 1/2"-Ans: Federico Fellini

~strongest forms of artistic expression during the MiddleAges was the building of churches and
cathedrals. For ten points each name the three English cathedrals from the clues given.
a) It was completed in lJ 15, long after the city its named after had completed its transfer from Old
Sarum to its present location.
Ans: Salisbury Cathedral
b) Since it is where Thomas Becket was killed this cathedral must be the seat of England's highest
prelate.
AIls: Canterbuty Cathedral
c) This large and wonderfully preserved parish church in Strattord-upon-Avon is where
Shakespeare rests.
Ans: Holy Trinity Church
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~ame the painter from clues.
(30 pts) He is loosely referred to as an impressionist but took it to an extreme creating an almost
primal identification with the landscape. He rejected classical one-point perspective and decreed color to be
the definer ofform in the late nineteenth century.
(20 pts) A large collection of his works has been making a world tour over the last two years, with
stops most recently at the Tate Gallery in London and the Philadelphia Museum of Art.
(10 pts) This ground breaking nineteenth century painter's works include many vi~ws of Mont
Sainte-Victoire and culminated in paintings of bathers.
Ans: Paul CEZANNE

~, name the building.
(30 pts) It backs up to the Parque del Retiro and lends its name to the road in front of it.
(20 pts) It recently held a large exhibition of the paintings of Manuel de Goya.
(10 pts) This museum also has a huge collection of Velazquez.. which completes its expected
monopoly of Spanish painters.
Ans: The Prado.
,
~5 points each, name the country in which the the majority of the speakers of the following languages
reside .. , ~ .
t-arMaon
Ans: New Zealand
~ar
Ans: Hungary
;6..Breton
Ans: France
l..--d1Romansch
Ans: Switzerland
)4.Huk
Ans: Philippines
~Euskara
Ans: Spain

~ the titles of three major works of philosophy,

for ten points each name the philosopher who
authored the work.
Ans: Thorstein Veblen
a) "Theory of the Leisure Class"
Ans: Immanuel Kant
b) "Groundwork on the Metaphysics of Morals"
Ans: David Hume
c) "Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding"
12. :Yluhammed Ali is generally considered by many (including himself) to be the "greatest of all time" . For
ten points each, name the following boxers Ali faced during his illustrious career.
a) he was the man Cassius Clay beat to first win the heavyweight title. in 1964.
Ans: Sonny Liston
b) he actually beat :\li in a 12 round decisiori ~n the fight known as "The Thrilla in Manila"
Ans: Joe Frazier
'
c) Ali was six years the senior of this once and future heavyweight champion, whom Ali knocked out in the
8th round of "The Rumble In the Jungle" in 1974.
Ans: George Foreman

~bate over th~ ratification of the U.S . Constitution was quite heated. with the Federalists and AntiFederalists both making appeals to the public through newspaper colums.
a) For 5 pts each, name the three men who wrote the Fede'ralist Papers.
f SAns: Alexander Hamilton, James Madison, John Jay
b) Now, for another 5 points, give the pseudonym under which the Federalist Papers were written.
Ans: Publius
c) For 5 more points each, give two of the three pseudonyms under which the Anti-Federalists
replied to the Federalists.
Ans: Brutus, Cato, Centinel

S--

~rn'ts each. identify the inventors ~esponsible for each of the following achievements.
I
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~h perhaps better known for the fact that he designed and built the Civil War ironclad, the
Monitor, this Swedish born inventors' most important legacy was the invetion of the propeller, which
replaced oars and paddlewheels and is still the primary form of marine propulsion today.
.
Ans: John Ericsson
~e invented the first cold cathode ray tubes and the first simple electronic microscope, but this man's
greatest accomplishment came at the age of 20, when he produced the first all-electronic television image.
r~s: Philo T. Farnsworth
~Ukrainian born immigrant, this man developed the single-rotor helicopter, allowing for greater control
and stability. For years, the company that bears his name was the world's premier helicopter manufacturer.
Ans: Igor I. Sikorsky .

~olars have had to read Plato's Republic at one t~e or another, but far fewer actually remember
anything about it. For starters, and for ten points, name the form the entire text is written in.
IAl (10 pts) Ans: "dialogue"
Now, for 5 points each, name the 4 forms of government analyzed by Socrates after creating his own
"perfect" model.
(5 pts each) Ans: democracy, oligarchy, tyranny, and timocracy.

~-5. Name the Renaissance author responsible for the following works.
(30 pts) "The Mandragola"
(20 pts) "The Discourses on the first Ten Books of Titus Livius' History of Rome"
(10 pts) "History of Florence"
(5 points) "The Prince"
Ans: Niccolo MACHIAVELL!

~ts each, name the modem day country in which each of the following battles occurred.
~ains of Abraham
~kert
)(Spio~p
~o
~nnae

J(Chinese Farm

Ans: Canada
Ans: Turkey
Ans: South Africa
Ans: Russia
Ans: Italy
Ans: Egypt

~ p~ each, name the authors of each of the following historical works.
~Jhe--Rise

and Fall of the Roman Empire" Ans: Edward Gibbon
Ans:William Shirer
Ans: Paul Kennedy
#.:'Street Without Joy"
Ans: Bernard Fall
. ~'Terrible Swift Sword"
Ans: Bruce Catton
~at Is To Be Done?"
Ans: V. I. Lenin

~]J:1e Rise and Fall of the Third Reich"
~The Rise and Fall of the Great Powers"

~for 5 points each, the modem day city which occupies the sites of each of the following Roman
cities.
~Massilia

)Q:: Vindobona
~rthago

Nova

~ Brundisium
~Lugdunum

~tetia

.,

Ans: Marseilles
Ans: Vienna
Ans: Cartagena
Ans: Brindisi
Ans: Lyons
Ans: Paris

20. For 5 points each, give the name of the musician or musical group responsible for each of the following
albums~
____
L.-tr}"R;!bber Soul"
Ans: The Beatles
~et Sounds"
Ans: The Beach Boys
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~s Brew"
ggot Brain"
~nde On Blonde"
ear Of A Black Planet" .

r

Ans: :Miles Davis
Ans: Funkadelic
Ans: Bob Dylan
Ans: Public Enemy

.
..

21. 30-20-10. Based on the following works given, name the important 20th century thinker responsible for
writing them.
(30 pts) "The Future Of An Illusion"
(20 pts) "Totem And Taboo"
(10 pts) "On Dreams"
Ans: Sigmund FREUD
22. Given the following descriptions, for ten points each. name the appropriate term related to filmmaking.
(10 pts) a thin, light-sensitive coating of chemicals covering the base of the film stock.
Ans: emulsions
(10 pts) the psychological foundation of the cinema, in which an image remains on the retina of the
eye for a short period of time after if disappears from the field of vision; when successive images replace it
immediately, the illusion of continuous motion is produced.
Ans: persistence of vision
(10 pts) A radically distorting wide-angle lens with an angle of view that approaches 180 degrees.
Ans: fish-eye lens
23. For ten points each, give the economic terms associated with the following descriptions.
a) the value of dollars expressed in terms of a base year
Ans: real dollars (accept uninflated dollars)
b) the value of the dollar in the year for which it is being reported.
Ans: current dollars (accept inflated dollars)
c) Currencies, such as dollars, marks, yen, and francs that are acceptable in private channels of international
economics.
Ans: hard currency
24. For 5 points each, given the description, identify the following facts concerning the 1996 U.S.
Presidential election.
a) Bob Dole's hometown
Ans: RUSSELL, Kansas.
b) The Libertarian party candidate for President
Ans: Harry Browne .. .
c) The Green Party candidate for President
Ans: Ralph Nader
d) The Reform Party candidate for President
Ans: Ross Perot
e) The former Colorado governor who attempted to win the Reform Party nomination
Ans: Richard Lamm
f) The economist and author who is the Reform Party'~ Vice-Presidential candidate.
Ans: Pat Choate
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